
WIRELESS MANPACK
– SMALLER AND MORE POWERFUL

-

Manpack is a man portable instrumented 

training system. A small scale deriva-

tive of Saabs family of deployable CTC 

instrumented training systems. Manpack 

is designed to support smaller scale 

combined arms training, MOUT/FIBUA, 

Situational Training Exercise (STX) lanes, 

convoy protection training and Special 

Forces/amphibious exercises with the 

same computing power as a full-scale 

system but with a significantly lower 

procurement and support cost. Saab has 

enhanced its famous Manpack command 

& control system, used and appreciated 

by many customers around the world. 

The new version enables the radio base 

station and laptop to be physically sepa-

rate but connected via a wireless Blue-

tooth® link.

True Pocket Size
The wireless Manpack compromises a ra-

dio base station connected via Bluetooth® 

to a laptop. The base station incl. battery 

fits inside a M16 ammo pouch. The ergo-

nomics is even better since the pouch can 

be placed individually according to the 

trainer’s equipment.

Increased Flexibility
The concept of two separate modules, 

the laptop and the base station, enables 

the trainer to wear the equipment much 

easier. The base station can simply be 

strapped onto a MOLLE vest, a laptop in 

hand or indeed tucked down into a ruck-

sack, while still recording all action for 

the later AAR. The concept also enables 

the trainer to choose a command site 

without thinking about radio coverage. 

The trainer can sit inside a vehicle or a 

structure while leaving the base station 

outside.

200% increased coverage area
The possibility to split the location of the 

command & control laptop and the base 

station enables a superior deployment 

from a radio perspective. Placing the 

radio high in a tree or outside a building 

vastly enlarges the coverage area.

The wireless Bluetooth ® Class 1 link 

enables the base station and laptop to be 

placed up to 100 m apart. In parallel Saab 

has improved the radio sensitivity and 

optimized the antenna gain, both on the 

player units and on the Manpack itself.

Enhanced Real-time Performance
Together with all other enhancements 

introduced with Manpack Saab has also 

improved the real time performance of 

the system. The new Manpack also sup-

ports up to 80 players.



Proven by the users
Manpack is in use by customers all over 

the world. Wireless Manpack still main-

tains all outstanding capabilities such as:

• Coverage moving with the action

Manpack is designed to flow and transi-

tion with the nucleus or area of interest of 

the training exercise i.e. the radio cover-

age shifts with the action.

• Exercise Control and AAR Tool Suite

The C2 node of the Manpack has a pow-

erful Windows based suite of exercise 

control tools that enable on the spot 

control of field simulated indirect fires, 

minefields, NBC contamination, Impro-
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vised Explosive Devices (IED) and reac-

tive targets. Exercise players are displayed 

in 3D against a high resolution 2D or 3D 

terrain background providing a detailed 

real-time situational awareness of the bat-

tle flow and individual events.

• MOUT Training

Manpack supports instrumented tactical 

MOUT training when used with Saab’s 

Urban Training Package. Buildings are 

displayed in 3D and instrumented play-

ers can be viewed inside - moving from 

room to room together with the simu-

lated effects of direct/ indirect fires and 

Booby Traps.

Manpack System Components

• No loss of data

An important feature with the commu-

nication is that there is no loss of data 

(High Paring) due to an acknowledged 

data service. More so, a player moving 

out of range also stores all positioning 

and event data until communication is 

restored.

• Ruggedized

Manpack is designed for the military 

users requirement and is fully compliant 

with MIL-STD 810:F


